
5D4N Escape Hanoi – Sapa (Muslim)
Price per person

from
MYR 2130

Tour Description

Explore the world with our specially curated travel programs and arrangements. Sedunia Travel specializes in fully personalized
travel arrangements to suit each traveling style whether it is Traveling in Group with Like-Minded People with Exclusive Private
Arrangements or even Independent Adventures for those wanting to head off the beaten path and explore. Choose from one of
our tried and tested classic itineraries or reach out to us to put together a fully tailor-made experience.

Tour Itinerary



Day 1 :- ARRIVE HANOI

Upon arrival at Hanoi airport, meet and greet with local guide. Proceed half day tour, visit Al Noor Mosque. Then, go to The Flag
Tower of Hanoi is a tower in Hanoi, Vietnam, which is one of the symbols of the city then continue to Ba Dinh Square is the
largest square in Vietnam. After that, go to The Railway Cafe in Hanoi provides a unique and aesthetically pleasing experience
with its train views. Afterward, you will explore the famous Dong Xuan Market and explore the famous Hanoi old quarter on 36
streets. Then, visiting Hoan Kiem Lake. Check in hotel.

Dinner

Day 2 :- HANOI - SAPA

Breakfast at hotel, transfer to Sapa. Then, visiting The Rose Valley (March to November, you will be ecstatic to enjoy the scent
of blooming roses millions in the morning). Next, go Sapa Stone Church is considered as the most intact ancient French
architectural work in Sapa. Check in hotel.

Breakfast Lunch Dinner

Day 3 :- SAPA - FANSIPAN PEAK

Breakfast at hotel, continue tour to Silver waterfall. Next, go to Sapa Heaven’s Gate is a popular destination in Sapa and admire
magnificent natural scenery of Hoang Lien Mountain Range. After that, proceed tour to Fansipan mountain. Then, back to hotel.

Breakfast Lunch Dinner

Day 4 :- SAPA - HANOI

Breakfast at hotel, embark on a lovely walking tour that will take you along buffalo paths and trails and through several hill tribe
villages of Lao Cai Province, especially Ta Van home to the Black H’mong and Dzay people. Next, continue to Ta Phin Village.
Then, go to Vietnam – China border photo taking: there is a nice park that overlooks the Red River. Then, proceed to Den
Thuong Pagoda.

Breakfast Lunch Dinner

Day 5 :- DEPART HANOI

Breakfast at hotel and check out. Transfer to airport for flight departure.

Breakfast

Tour Prices

Hotel 4-5 Pax 6-9 Pax | 10-14 Pax 15 Pax Single Supplement

Dynastie Boutique Hanoi
Hotel or similar 4* (2N) |
Charm Sapa Hotel or
similar 4* (2N)

RM 2,570 RM 2,395 | RM 2,220 RM 2,130 RM 660

What's included

Destination  Vietnam
Departure Location  Hanoi

Return Location  Hanoi

Price includes

● 4 night’s accommodation
● Sightseeing and transportation as itinerary
● Entrance fees
● English Speaking driver cum guide service
● Halal Meals as per itinerary

./destination/vietnam/


Price does not include

●  ~International Flight
●  Beverage during meals
●  Tipping (RM 125/ person)
●  Travel insurance
●  Peak Season surcharge
●  Visa (if any)
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